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Why Blackwell is the Approval Plan leader.

Academic and research libraries worldwide choose Blackwell for new titles because we offer services tailored precisely to their needs.

**Service.** You benefit because we are large enough to offer a full range of services, yet flexible enough to tailor those services to your needs.

**Comprehensive coverage.** Our buyers are in daily contact with the publishers whose books are so essential to your collection. These include not only university, trade and Sci-Tech-Med presses, but also the scholarly and small presses which you need for timely, full coverage. Our unique B. H. Blackwell interface offers 100% coverage of UK new titles.

**Tailored profiling.** Create your individualized library profile to select books of interest, based on our extensive subject thesaurus, our new LC classification thesaurus, or a combination of both. The choices are yours.

**Computer access.** Innovative new services such as our New Titles Online (NTO) and New Titles Announcement Service on diskette (PC-NTAS) provide current, accurate book status information on your PC.

**Tailored invoicing and reports.** We arrange invoices to your specifications, and provide a complete package of management reports, including a projection of books and forms you will receive in the coming year and their estimated costs for budgeting.

**Extensive, interactive database.** Our approval, firm order and standing order systems interact to prevent duplication.

**Unique backrun capabilities.** What have you missed? We can show you the effect of expanding your plan, or tape match against your catalog.

BLACKWELL
NORTH AMERICA, INC.

Part of a proud bookselling tradition dating from 1879.
Lake Oswego, Oregon • Blackwood, New Jersey
Toll free 1-800-547-0426
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You'll never feel like you're talking to this when you call Ballen.

When speaking with some booksellers, you might as well be talking to the wall. What distinguishes Ballen from other booksellers is all our employees have dedicated themselves to customer service. And no matter what size your library is, you'll always receive the utmost in personal attention.

We also offer many value-added services, like BallenNet, our exclusive online system. It'll let you identify, claim, or order from our Firm Order, Approval Program, or Continuation/Standing Order Services.

What's more, our "electronic mailbox" will enable you to send claims and obtain important information instantly. You'll also have your own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard against inventory and shipment mix-ups. And should you ever need to reach a Ballen officer, you can do so just by picking up the phone. Plus, as a Ballen customer, you'll have your very own customer service representative.

With this type of customer service, it's no wonder we have less than a 1½ return rate (lowest in the industry) for our Firm Order and Continuation/Standing Order Services.

For more information, call Ballen at (800) 645-5237.

Because when you talk, Ballen listens.
When it comes to academic inventory, these cats cover every subject.

You can count on Baker & Taylor Books for a first fill rate that's second to none.

It's not surprising. With 400,000 academic books in our inventory, Baker & Taylor Books delivers a first fill rate that's twice that of any other academic vendor.

Over 35% of all academic books on order are shipped within five working days. And over 90% of titles are shipped or reported within 90 days.

You can count on specialized titles from scholarly, research and scientific publishers, societal and association presses, university and small presses.

And, you can expect more than just current titles.

We inventory more than 167,000 academic books printed before 1988.

You'll even have the benefit of the most sophisticated electronic search and purchase system on the market today – B&T Link™. It offers unprecedented accuracy with a 1.2 million title database on CD-ROM, and the fastest, easiest ordering system around.

When it comes to meeting your most demanding academic book needs, Baker & Taylor Books is in a class by itself. For more information, call Baker & Taylor Books.
"Some librarians decide to consolidate their business with one serials vendor because they appreciate the benefits of dealing with a single representative. We're consolidating as many titles as we can through Faxon for an even more simple reason.

I've never asked Faxon for anything I haven't gotten.

Librarians today are expected to back up budget requests with cost/benefit analyses and price projections. Faxon has far more sophisticated data gathering and analysis capabilities than we could ever have internally. The reliability of their financial data lends credibility to our budget requests and their customized reports and Kent-specific forecasts are invaluable in the planning process. We're looking at every title that we order direct and are consolidating as many titles as we can through Faxon. They are serious about partnership, both with libraries and with publishers."

-Dina Giambi, Head of Acquisitions and Serials, Kent State University

Helping you manage your world of information.

To learn more about the Faxon Company, the international subscription agency with a commitment to quality service, call 1 (800) 766-0039.
"The Acquisitions Librarian is an important, high quality journal that should be regularly reviewed by anyone involved at any level in any aspect of acquisitions work—and to all whom such work impacts... Regardless of the topic of the issues, there is always a broad diversity of approaches, from the largely theoretical to the highly practical. Most include substantial documentation. Collectively, the journal represents a continuing education in a critical area of library operation. It is must reading for some and desirable reading for all in the profession."

Robert C. Miller, Director of Libraries, University of Notre Dame, Indiana

"The thematic approach to a functional aspect of librarianship that Bill Katz has mastered in The Reference Librarian bids fair to serve acquisitions librarians and managers equally well with The Acquisitions Librarian. Having in each issue a substantial number of articles written by skilled practitioners that deal with both the practical and theoretical aspects of a particular topic, such as the acquisitions budget or automated acquisitions, makes it easy to get up-to-date on what is happening in the field. The first two topics, and those already outlined for the next ten issues, are the ones that now have our attention and require careful thought. The contents of the first two issues are useful, generally well-written, and—for the most part—on target."

Norman D. Stevens, PhD, MLS, Director of University Libraries, University of Connecticut, Storrs

The Acquisitions Librarian offers librarians and information professionals a unique service—each issue is devoted to a single, broad, but well-defined and practical issue or topic of immediate concern to everyone working in library/information center acquisitions and collection development.

The theme issue approach provides a continuing source of up-to-the-minute, definitive guides to the critical issues of the day that librarians and information specialists face in their primary historical role—that of collectors and purchasers of knowledge and information in any format. Thus a primary purpose of this new journal is to help acquisitions librarians define and extend their roles, responsibilities, and professional status in libraries and information centers and services of all types.

☐ Yes! Please send me a FREE SAMPLE COPY of The Acquisitions Librarian

TITLES OF RECENT & UPCOMING ISSUES

Number 3:
Legal and Ethical Issues in Acquisitions
Guest Editor: Katina Strauch and Bruce Strauch

Number 4:
Operational Costs in Acquisitions
Guest Editor: James R. Coffey

Number 5:
Acquisitions, Plans, Jobbers, and Book Dealers
Editor: Bill Katz

Number 6:
Effectiveness of Acquisitions in Collection Development
Guest Editor: Pam Cenzor

No. 5 & No. 6—Spring/Fall 1991. Biannual.
No. 7 & No. 8—Spring/Fall 1992. Biannual.
Subscription rates (per volume): Special Discounted Rate for Individuals: $24 / Institutions: $75 / Libraries: $75
MATSS — The Perfect Software System for Automated Acquisitions

As a well established source for the supply of books and cataloging services, Midwest Library Service has developed MATSS — a PC based, fully integrated software acquisitions system for libraries.

The software package consists of program diskettes, reference manual, on-site training and installation.

Features of MATSS:

- Multi-terminal version with a local area network.
- Order creation via downloaded MARC records from major bibliographic utilities and CD-ROM databases.
- Duplicate order checking.
- Orders in printed or BISAC (fixed/variable) formats for electronic transmission to vendors.
- Toll-free order transmission to Midwest Library Service.
- Integrated vendor statistics and fund accounting.
- Electronic invoicing on diskette for MLS invoices.
- User selected management reports.
- Automatic claiming/cancellation.

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, MO 63044

Call toll-free 1-800-325-8833
Missouri librarians call toll-free 1-800-392-5024
Canadian librarians call toll-free 1-800 527-1659
Advances from the cutting edge of research.

From market research to occupational hazards, from biomolecular science to aquatic pollution, journals from Cambridge Scientific Abstracts cover worldwide developments in important new fields of research. Take a look at our latest titles... then call or write today for a free trial subscription to the one that interests you most.

Human Genome Abstracts
Encompassing all facets of gene mapping and nucleotide sequencing of the human genome, this journal offers a comprehensive source for new developments and applications emerging from international genome research, including the Human Genome Project. Bimonthly. ISSN: 1045-4470. NEW

Oncogenes and Growth Factors Abstracts
This new journal examines every aspect of oncogene research into the molecular basis of cancerous cell growth. Topics range from growth factors and receptors to suppressor genes and anti-oncogenes. Quarterly. ISSN: 1043-8963. NEW

Findex: The Worldwide Directory of Market Research Reports, Studies and Surveys
Findex summarizes worldwide market research reports in 90 industries. Subject areas range from defense and security systems to healthcare, and each report includes complete ordering information. Annually, with mid-year supplement. ISSN: 0273-4125. NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE

Risk Abstracts
With comprehensive coverage of risk arising from industrial, technological, environmental, and other sources, this journal presents information that can help specialists evaluate risk and minimize hazards. Quarterly. ISSN: 0824-3336. NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE

Aquatic Pollution and Environmental Quality
Part 3, Aquatic Sciences & Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA) Series
This new addition to the prestigious ASFA series is the only abstracts journal devoted exclusively to contamination problems of oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, and estuaries. Bimonthly. ISSN: 1045-6031. NEW

ASFA Marine Biotechnology Abstracts
Drawn from the Aquatic Sciences & Fisheries Abstracts Series, this journal presents a single source for widely-scattered studies in marine biotechnology. The information summarized here has practical implications in many fields, from pharmacology to environmental science. Quarterly. ISSN: 1043-8971. NEW

To examine two free issues of any of the journals listed here, just call (800) 843-7751 or Fax (301) 961-6720.

Attention: Marketing Department

CAMBRIDGE SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACTS
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How to take the anxiety out of finding back volume journals.

Our vast warehouse and comprehensive inventory continually contain the subject disciplines you require. We stock complete sets and individual volumes, in-print or out-of-print. We also buy your duplicate journals and provide appraisals.

For over thirty years we've taken the anxiety out of finding back volume journals, and built our reputation on kept promises. So write, call, FAX or access us through the FAXON-LINX network at the mailbox "Jaeger" for further information.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
66 Austin Boulevard, Commack, NY 11725
New WAITS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500 • TELEX 968-189
FAX 516-543-1537

ALFRED JAEGGER INC. Dept. AG, 66 Austin Blvd., Commack, NY 11725

Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name

Company/Facility

Address

City _______ State _______ Zip

Phone
ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1, 1991 AND SAVE $600.00!

COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIC SYNTHESIS

SELECTIVITY, STRATEGY AND EFFICIENCY IN MODERN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

“The series COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIC SYNTHESIS provides a massive amount of important information on this new chemistry and a powerful documentation of most of the areas where the advance has been strongest.”
— E. J. Corey
Harvard University, USA

Editor-in-Chief: Barry M. Trost,
Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA
Deputy Editor-in-Chief: Ian Fleming,
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Clayton H. Heathcock, University of California, Berkeley, California, USA • Steven V. Ley, Imperial College of Science, Technology & Medicine, London, UK • Ryoji Noyori, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan • Leo A. Paquette, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA • Gerald Pattenden, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK • Stuart L. Schreiber, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA • Martin F. Semmelhack, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, USA • Ekkehard Winterfeldt, Universität Hannover, Hannover, Germany

COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIC SYNTHESIS provides a thorough and critical account of the whole of organic synthesis in a clear and systematic way, covering the formation of carbon-carbon bonds, the introduction of heteroatoms, and heteroatom interconversions.

A nine volume set that is written and edited by eminent scientists, COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIC SYNTHESIS is the essential reference work both for the experienced organic chemist who seeks information to solve particular problems in synthesis, as well as for the chemist whose practices occasionally involve organic synthesis.

Large format pages contain more information than any other book on the subject and include liberal amounts of computer-drawn structural formulae, tables and figures. COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIC SYNTHESIS is an excellent investment for any library.

7000 pp. (approx)
9 Volume Set
Regular price
Special pre-publication price (effective until August 31, 1991)

ISBN: 0-08-035929-9
Due Summer 1991
Hardcover
US$ 2950.00
US$ 2350.00

Send for a free COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIC SYNTHESIS prospectus.

PERGAMON PRESS
US: Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, New York 10523, USA
UK: Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, UK
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REDUCE YOUR SERIALS MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS.

Now you can use a few square inches of counter space to support a full serials management system. Remo, the first microcomputer based software package handles the full range of serials management functions. Remo offers automated claiming, routing management, analysis and user generated custom reports in a stand alone or network configuration.

Remo is the modern cost effective way to convert a time consuming manual process into a fast and easy check-in operation with full automated support. In the event of questions, an answer is only a phone call away on our toll free hot line.

Find out how Remo can help you reduce your serials management problems. Write for further information or call us at (800) 221-3306.
Coutts: Working as part of your team.

When you put Coutts on your team, you gain extensive knowledge of the book trade:
• bibliographic accuracy
• a single source to handle both the mainstream as well as esoteric publications
• personalized service
• book approval plans tailored to your specific and dynamic collection management requirements.

We handle firm orders, book approval plans, new title programs (notification slip service), continuations/standing orders, book processing and provide electronic access to information and PC software for ordering.

Let our professional selectors, knowledgeable customer service specialists provide you with solid, innovative cost-effective service.

Please call or write for more information.

Coutts Library Services Inc.
736 Cayuga Street
Lewiston, New York 14092-1797
(716) 754-4304 collect
Fax: (416) 356-5064
Telex: 081-5299

Against the Grain
c/o Katina Strauch
Citadel Station
Charleston, S.C. 29409